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Summary

The problem of identifying subtle time-space clustering of dis
ease, as may be occurring in leukemia, is described and reviewed.
Published approaches, generally associated with studies of leuke
mia, not dependent on knowledge of the underlying population
for their validity, are directed towards identifying clustering by
establishing a relationship between the temporal and the spatial
separations for the n(n â€”l)/2 possible pairs which can be formed
from the n observed cases of disease. Here it is proposed that
statistical power can be improved by applying a reciprocal trans
form to these separations. While a permutational approach can
give valid probability levels for any observed association, for
reasons of practicability, it is suggested that the observed associa
tion be tested relative to its permutational variance. Formulas
and computational procedures for doing so are given.
While the distance measures between points represent sym
metric relationships subject to mathematical and geometric regu
larities, the variance formula developed is appropriate for ar
bitrary relationships. Simplified procedures are given for the ease
of symmetric and skew-symmetric relationships. The general pro
cedure is indicated as being potentially useful in other situations
as, for example, the study of interpersonal relationships. Viewing
the procedure as a regression approach, the possibility for extend
ing it to nonlinear and mult Â¡variatesituations is suggested.
Other aspects of the problem and of the procedure developed
are discussed.
Where the etiology of a disease is not yet well-established, e.g.,
leukemia, it may be important to determine whether the cases of
the disease are occurring independently or if they seem to be re
lated.
In this report we will be concerned with the situation in which
related disease cases occur closely together, both in space and
time, that is, they form a temporal-spatial cluster. Statistical pro
cedures for detecting spatial clustering alone can be rather
straightforward. The existence of endemic ]x>ckets of disease can
be recognized through a study of incidence rates for one or more
3'ears for the suspect area or community.
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Similarly, pure temporal clustering can be identified by a study
of incidence rates in periods of widespread epidemics. In point of
fact, many epidemics of communicable diseases are somewhat
local in nature and so these do actually constitute temporal-spa
tial clusters. For leukemia and similar diseases in which cases
seem to arise substantially at random rather than as clear-cut
epidemics, it is necessary to devise sensitive and efficient pro
cedures for detecting any nonrandom component of disease
occurrence.
Various ingenious procedures which statisticians have de
veloped for the detection of disease clustering are reviewed here.
These procedures can be generalized so as to increase their statis
tical validity and efficiency. The technic to be given below for
imparting statistical validity to the procedures already in vogue
can be viewed as a generalized form of regression with possible
useful application to problems arising in quite different contexts.
1. The General

Approach

What distinguishes the procedures used by various investiga
tors of disease clustering in space and time, notably Knox (8, 9)
Pinkel et al. (Ref. 11; also an unpublished manuscript), and liarton and David (2, 3) is their applicability even in the absence of
knowledge about the underlying population or underlying disease
rates.
All these procedures begin with a defined geographic area and
a defined period of time, the observed data being the times and
locations of all cases, say n in number, of the disease under study.
Taking all possible n(n â€”l)/2 pairs of cases, all the procedures,
in one way or another, evaluate whether there is some positive
relationship between the (unsigned) temi>oral distance and (un
signed) spatial distance between the members of a pair. Pre
sumably, if there is time-space clustering, cases in a cluster will
be close both in time and space, while unrelated cases will tend
to have a larger average separation in time and space. Whether or
not there is a positive association between the 2 distance measures
can, barring important ]x>pulation shifts during the time period,
be assessed without the ix>pulation information ordinarily neces
sary for epidemiologie investigations.
The paired-distance approach also has the property of being
sensitive primarily to time-space clustering and, except as indi
cated below, being insensitive to clustering which is purely spatial
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or purely temporal. To see this, consider that in some subregion
of the area there is regularly a high frequency of cases (spatial
clustering), whether due to high disease incidence rates or to a
high density of ])opulation. Cases within this subregion will tend
to be close together in space but they will be no closer to each
other in time than they are to cases outside the subregion. Al
ternatively, consider a subinterval of time in which disease in
cidence rates rise everywhere in the area (teni]>oral clustering).
Cases in the subinterval will be close together in time, butas their
spatial distribution is unaffected, they will be no closer to each
other in space than they are to cases arising outside the time
subinterval.
Knox (8, 9) has identified the time-space clustering problem as
one of finding interactions, and HartÃ³nand David have concurred
with this view. To see this, visualize a 2-way layout of disease
incidence rates, or rather log incidence rates. Along 1 axis we
arrange various intervals of time, while on the other, we arrange
subrogions of space in any agreed on order. We can now state
that time-space clustering of disease is occurring whenever there
is a departure from simple row-column additivity in the log in
cidence rates for a cell.
This interaction approach can also help us see why, under cer
tain conditions, temporal clustering can be interpreted as tem
poral-spatial clustering. Supjxjse there is spatial clustering so that
in nonepidemic years, the various subregions differ somewhat in
their incidence rates. If in an epidemic year there is a uniform
arithmetic increase in the subregion incidence rates, the logarith
mic increases will be nominiform. The spatial distribution of
cases will be different in epidemic and nonepidemic years. In epi
demic years there will seem to be relative clusters in low incidence
subregions, and in nonepidemie years the clustering will seem to
be in high incidence subregions. This, however, need not vitiate
the statistical procedures to be considered, since whenever there
is significant evidence of clustering, one must look into the possi
bility of artifactual causes, such a? differential population shifts,
changes in medical practice, etc.

indicated expectation, which procedure he justifies when the
critical distances are chosen to make the expectation sufficiently
small. In his example for 96 cases of childhood leukemia, giving
rise to 4560 possible pairs, there are 152 close pairs in time
(with 59 days) and 25 close pairs in space (within 1 km) for a
total expectation of 0.83 (= 152 X 25/4,560; Knox, however,
incorrectly shows an expectation of 0.79) pairs, close both in
space and time. The observed number of close pairs, 5, is ad
judged highly significant.
In the following subsection we will discuss the theoretic and
empiric verification of Knox's approach for his data.

2. Specific Approaches

general procedure for determining the exact permutational vari
ance for Knox's number-of-close-pairs statistic is given below.

In this section we will review specifically the technics applied
in evaluating time-space clustering. Each technic can be gauged
by the measure it uses to assess the association of the time and
space distances between pairs and by its rule for evaluating
statistical significance. This last point is critical since if it is
possible to form n(n â€”l)/2 pairs from the n cases of disease, the
various distances between members of a pair must be interrelated
and any valid significance test must take such interrelationships
into account.
A. Knox's 2 X 2 Contingency Tabk Approach
Knox (8) handles the problem by identifying critical distances
in space and time, these being, in his example, suggested some
what by the data. Each of the n(n â€”l)/2 pairs can be classified
as being close or far apart in time and close or far apart in space
to forni a 2 X 2 contingency table. From the marginal totals,
Knox can, by the usual formula, compute the exacted number
of pairs which are close together both in time and space for com
parison with the observed number of close pairs. He then tests
the observed number of close pairs as a Poisson deviate with the
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B. The Barton ami David Graph Intersection Approach
Barton and David (2) accept Knox's criterion of the number
of close pairs but question the validity of the Poisson test. They
direct their efforts to getting the correct null distribution of the
number of close pairs, or at least its variance. This they do by
considering 2 maps. On the time map, all close pairs in time alone
are connected and on the space map, all close pairs in space are
connected. The intersection of these 2 maps, or graphs, is the
number of close pairs both in time and space.
Barton and David develop the moments of the number of in
tersection of the 2 graphs. To the extent that the lead term in the
variance expression is the mean, they confirm Knox's Poisson
contention. In fact, for Knox's data they obtain a null expia
tion of 0.833 and variance of 0.802.
They cite also other material in confirmation of Knox's technic.
This is the result of a sampling experiment by M. C. Pike of the
Medical Research Council Statistical Unit who ])erformed 2000
random allocations of the time and space coordinates for Knox's
data. The distribution of the number of close pairs in the 2000
random permutations is remarkably like that expected for the
Poisson with parameter 0.833.
These verifications of Knox's procedure apply, not generally,
but only to the particular instance with which Knox was con
cerned, and may also apply to similar instances. In other circum
stances Knox's Poisson procedure could be grossly misleading. A

Use of the exact permutational variance makes the dependence
upon the Poisson assumption unnecessary.
C. The Barton and David Points-in-a-plane Approach (3)
A jjoint of dissatisfaction which Barton and David raise with
respect to the Knox approach is its dependence on the critical
distances in time and space selected. Also, information contained
in the actual distances between 2 points is lost by the Knox ap
proach.
To remedy this they suggest applying a test they had previ
ously devised for studying the randomness of points on a plane
(1). The device is one develoj)ed in analogy with the analysis of
variance F test. Supjjose there are n jjoints in a plane, between
any 2 of which we can measure a distance, getting the total of
squared distances between the n(n â€”l)/2 jwssible pairs. If the n
points can be divided up into subgroups, similar sums of squares
can be obtained within each subgroup. By subtraction, a residual
for "between subgroups" is determined and a test is based on the
between-to-within subgroups ratio.
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This device is applied to the disease incidence data by dividing
the study period into subintervals, each subinterval identifying a
subgroup for this new test, and analyzing the distribution of the
points in space. Specific objective rules for identifying the subin
tervals are given, but no optimality is cited for such subdivision.
Applied to the Knox data, the procedure divides Knox's 96 cases
into 35 groups and shows virtually no evidence of clustering. The
discrepancy from the significant outcome by Knox's procedure
they attribute to the accentuation of effect by that procedure of
a few cases very close in both time and space. As will be discussed
below, the explanation for the discrepancy does not lie here, but
is attributable rather to some intrinsic weaknesses of this BartonDavid approach.
It may be noted that the Barton-David approach could readily
have been turned around so as to correspond to the standard
analysis of variance technic. Consider the location map of all dis
ease cases. By inspection of the map, and without reference to
the times of occurrence of each ease, divide the area into geo
graphic subrogions, with cases in a subregion thus close in space.
An analysis of variance can now be performed on the times of oc
currence, with variation subdivided into "between" and "within"
subregions. Time-space clustering is indicated by a significantly
large "between" component. This approach, however, would have
weaknesses rather similar to those of the original Barton-David
approach.
D. The Cell Occupancy Approach of Pinkel and Nefzger (12)
In a study covering 95 cases of childhood leukemia in Buffalo,
Pinkel and Nefzger found 10 instances in which pairs of cases and
1 instance in which a triplet of cases occurred within 2 years and
one-third of a mile of each other. To evaluate the significance of
this clustering they drew an analogy to a cell occupancy problem
for which there was a known solution. Suppose r balls are dis
tributed at random among n cells, and the number of occupied
cells, those containing at least 1 ball, is determined. If we take
the occupancy score as being the number of balls less the number
of occupied cells, it will equal the number of pairs plus twice the
number of triplets plus 3 times the number of sets of 4, etc. To
Pinkel and Nefzger it seemed that they knew their occupaney
score to be 12 (10 pairs plus 1 triplet) and their number of balls
to be 95. They had only to determine the appropriate value of n
for their analog}' to be complete and for their solution to be exact.
A principle for determining n might be that the time-space
dimensions for a cell should be such that the probability for 2
cases falling into the same cell should equal the probability that
any 2 cases fall critically close to each other. Approximately then
this is given by (14/4) X (42.67/0.3602) = 415, where 14 years
is the length of the study, 4 is the interval 2 years on either side
of a case where another case can arise and be critically close,
42.67 square miles is the area of Buffalo, and 0.3602 square mile
is the area of a circle with \ mile radius. With this n value, 1/415
of the 95 X 94/2 possible pairs of cases, or 10.8 pairs, should have
been close pairs. Accordingly, the occupancy score of 12 is not
unusually high. Pinkel and Nefzger, however, used an n value of
4779 but somehow still reported only suggestive clustering.
Besides questioning this probability model, Ederer et al. (4)
have indicated that the Pinkel-Nefzger model implies a uniform
distribution of the ]x>pulation at risk in the city of Buffalo. Be
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cause of this, the Pinkel-Nefzger procedure cannot be generally
recommended for evaluating clustering. It is sensitive not only to
space-time clustering, simple spatial clustering, and simple tem
poral clustering of disease but also to nonuniform distributions of
the population, whether in time or space. Gross nonuniformities
in the spatial distribution of populations are, of course, common.
Since the Pinkel-Nefzger paper identifies the number of close
pairs and other close sets as an indicator of time-space clustering,
it can be looked upon as a forerunner of Knox's work in this field.
Pinkel and Nefzger acknowledge the earlier interest in such pairs
by Pleydell (13).
E. The Ridit Approach of Pinkel et al. (11)
This approach is premised on the assumption that cases more
than some critical distance apart, for the diseases considered 1
mile, are most probably not related. The distribution of time
distances between pairs where the spatial distance exceeds the
critical distance provides a reference distribution (the Relatively
Identified Distribution) against which time distances for closer
pairs are gauged.
Among other diseases, the authors consider 95 cases of child
hood leukemia [the same cases previously studied by Pinkel and
Nefzger (12)]. These give rise to 4465 possible pairs, for 4070 of
which the spatial distance exceeds the critical value of 1 mile.
The remaining 395 pairs are distributed among 8 distance cate
gories in successive t-mile steps. For each j-mile distance cate
gory, the temporal distance distribution is given and these are
summarized as average ridits by reference back to the distribu
tion of temporal distances for the 4070 distant pairs.
Pinkel et al. do not consider that any account need be taken of
the lack of independence of the many paired distances. Instead,
they treat the null distribution of the transformed temporal dis
tance, when referred back to the reference distribution and ex
pressed as a ridit, as uniform, 0-1, so that it has mean 0.5,
variance T^. Confidence intervals for the average ridits in each
of the 8 distance categories are computed on the basis of the
observed variance in ridit value for the pairs falling within the
distance category. No specific statistical significance test is given,
but any indication of clustering is expected to be garnered from
an examination of average ridits and their confidence intervals
for the 8 distance categories. This avoids the need for committing
oneself to any specific spatial distance under 1 mile as critical in
childhood leukemia. It may be noted, however, that for their 14year study, Pinkel et al. used data in which cases were grouped by
year of initial report, such initial report sometimes being of death
from leukemia. This precluded the identification of short critical
temporal distances as, e.g., the 59-day critical distance used by
Knox (8) in his 10-year study.
In a variant of this approach, paired distances in time and space
are taken between individuals with different causes of death. For
ni deaths from Cause 1 and n->from Cause 2, there are n\n-i possi
ble pairs. These paired time and space distances are analyzed in
the same way as are those arising in the study of a single cause
of death. Leukemia and traffic fatalities were studied jointly in
order to show that the method reveals no association where none
is expected. Leukemia and solid tumor deaths are studied jointly,
this permitting the possible uncovering of obscure relationships
between these 2 causes of death in children.
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Although there are only limited data available, the authors
interpret their results as indicating clustering of leukemia deaths
and of solid tumor deaths, and also association of these 2 causes
of death for spatial distances under i of a mile. Clustering is not
indicated for traffic fatalities although the data included 4 fatali
ties from a single accident. Since deaths were classified by place
of residence, and although the 4 children involved lived within a
limited area, the 6 possible pairs were distributed among 3 differ
ent distance categories. This cluster of traffic deaths conse
quently had little effect on the analysis made.
F. The Sum of Empiric

Clusters Device of Ederer et al.

The procedure of Ederer et al. (4) does not make use explicitly
of the paired distance technic and so does not fall into the general
class of those described above. For completeness, however, it is
described since it also is applicable in the absence of underlying
population information.
Consider a fixed region and a period of time sufficiently short
that no important population changes occur within the region.
During the period of time, which is divisible into a finite number,
k, of subintervals of equal length, there occur a total of r cases of
the disease. The test statistic considered by the authors is mi,
the maximum number of cases occurring in a single subinterval
i.e., the empiric cluster for the interval. The null distribution of
mi and its expectation and variance can be obtained by com
binatorial analysis from the multinomial distribution (1/k +
l/k + â€¢
â€¢
â€¢
+ \/k)r. Data for a number of regions are combined
by cumulating the empirical clusters and their null expectations,
and variances, permitting calculation of a 1 d.f. continuity-cor
rected x2Also considered in this work is the 2 subinterval empiric cluster,
MÂ«
, the maximum number of cases in 2 successive years. It is
also indicated that where the r values are sufficiently large, it
may be of interest to examine empiric "vacuities," the minimum
number of cases in a single subinterval.
Ederer et al. apply their method to a study of childhood leuke
mia in Connecticut and find the data to corresixmd closely with
the null expectation of no clustering. The regions considered are
the 169 towns of Connecticut and the period of study is 19451959, divided into three 5-year intervals, these in turn being sub
divided into 5 subintervals of a year each. In contrast with the
results for childhood leukemia, the authors show that the method
reveals striking evidence of clustering when applied to the study
of poliomyelitis and infectious hepatitis.
It should be noted that this method may be sensitive both to
temporal and to temporal-spatial clustering, so that the data
would have to be examined to see which is occurring.
3. A Basic Problem in the Paired Difference Approach and
a Proposed Solution
Consider a plot of the n(n â€”l)/2 paired space and time dis
tances arising in a study with, arbitrarily, the space distance
taken as abscissa, the time distance as ordinate.
In the absence of clustering such a plot could show a considera
ble amount of scatter. Temporal differences could range from as
little as a few days or a month, to as much as 10-15 years de
pending on the duration of the study, and spatial distances could
range from a small fraction of a mile to as much as 100 miles or
more, depending on the region studied (in the Knox study the
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region was approximately 90 X 45 miles). Despite the vast scat
ter, we can speak of the regression of the 2 variables on each
other, the time vs. space regression being perfectly horizontal
and the space vs. time regression perfectly vertical for the null
case.
What happens when clustering is introduced into this situation?
Such clustering will give rise to only a moderate number of jwint.s
within a limited distance of the origin on our plot. For example,
if our data are comprised of 100 cases divided into 50 pairs of
related cases, only 50 points of the possible 4950 will be close to
the origin due to clustering. The remaining 4900 will be dis
tributed at random on our graph. This strong evidence of cluster
ing [recall that Knox (8) reported significance when there were
only 5 close pairs resulting from 96 cases] has, however, only a
small effect on the regressions between the 2 variables. Instead
of a perfectly horizontal time vs. space regression, we will now
have one with some initial degree of increase but which becomes
horizontal beyond some critical spatial distance. A corresponding
minor alteration will have occurred in the space vs. time regres
sion.
We can recognize here that it would be foolish to evaluate from
data like these the significance of any slope resulting if a linear
regression were fitted to our plot. The positive regression in the
early part of the curve could tend to give rise to only a moderate
overall positive regression which would be rendered nonsignifi
cant by the extreme variability of the remaining plotted points.
The value and justification of the Knox procedure can now be
seen. The extreme variability in space distances and in time dis
tances is avoided by considering all space distances in excess of
1 km as equivalent, and all time distances of 60 or more days as
equivalent. Even if he does not differentiate between time and
space distances less than his critical values, Knox has gone a longway towards adducing evidence for clustering from his data.
The efficiency of Knox'Â«ingenuous procedure is not, however,
matched by the more ingenious procedures of others. Pinkel et al.
(11) reduce the variability in their spatial distance scale by col
lapsing into 1 category all distances in excess of 1 mile. But their
procedure continues to permit somewhat unlimited variation in
the time scale, albeit now expressed in ridit units. Conversely,
Barton and David effectively collapse their time distance scale
(observations in the same time subinterval are considered close
to each other but distant from those in all other subintervals,
whether the other subinterval is an adjacent or a distant one) but
leave their spatial distance scale unchanged. (The statistical
weakness of the Barton-David test may also be related to its
multi-d.f. character.) In any case, of the various procedures, it is
only Knox's which provides for limited variation in both distance
scales, thus recognizing that related cases should be within a
limited distance in both space and time.
By appropriate transformation, however, it should be possible
to adjust both distance scales so as to spread out the short dis
tances while collapsing the range of great distances. The trans
formation suggested here, and it is one which can be applied
without the need for identifying critical distances in time or
space, is the reciprocal of the absolute distance. This transforma
tion, applicable to both the temÂ¡x>raland the spatial distances,
can be thought of as providing a measure of closeness. Instead of
correlating time and spatial distances between pairs of points, we
can correlate their closenesses.
It is easy to see how this transformation accomplishes the deCANCER RESEARCH VOL. 27
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sired effect. The minimum distance interval employed by Pinkel
et al. (11) i of a mile has a reciprocal of 8, while the maximum
distance category, 1 mile, has a reciprocal of 1. Any other dis
tance, however large, cannot have a reciprocal below 0. The trans
formation has thus compressed the infinite range of 1 or more
miles to the small 1-0 interval of closeness, while it has expanded
the limited range of Â£-1mile to the wide 8-1 interval in closeness.
Similar considerations would apply for temjwral distances.
In point of fact, a linear regression of one closeness measure on
the other would imply that on the distance measures, the regres
sion would take the form of a rectangular hyperbola in which
there is asymptotic approach to a horizontal line. Such a hyper
bolic regression corresponds closely in appearance to what was
indicated previously in this section as likely to obtain when clus
tering actually occurs.
In practice, the use of the closeness transformation does not
completely avoid the need for identifying something like critical
distances in space and time. This is because of the possibility of
zero distances and their corresjwnding infinite closenesses. If only
the day or only the month of a case is noted, it is possible to have
apparent temporal distances of zero, even when the events are
not in fact, synchronous. Even with an actual zero distance, it
could be difficult to handle the resulting infinite reciprocal. Addi
tion of some constant to the distance before transforming could
minimize the effects of zero or extremely short distances. How
ever, the results of any analysis could be affected by the particu
lar constants chosen for addition to the time and space distances.
(In another context, the problem of selecting a constant for addi
tion arises when the logarithmic transformation is applied to data
in which zero values occur.) If the constants chosen are too small,
the region near zero will be unduly expanded with resulting loss
in power for detecting clustering. The constants should, in some
way, be commensurate with the anticipated possible or probable
distances in time or space between related cases. For the Knox
data (8), in which the indicated separation i>oints are 59-60 days
and 1 km, additive constants of 30 days and 0.5 km might be
reasonable. In the absence of reasonable intuitive bases for se
lecting appropriate constants, a trial-and-error approach using a
spectrum of constants may be necessary. Although this may up
set the formal validity of any statistical tests made, it does allow
the data themselves to suggest something about the nature of the
disease.
What our response endpoint is could affect the additive con
stants selected. Two related cases of leukemia could have their
times of genesis rather close and, if these were known, the addi
tive constant for time could remain rather small. With time of
diagnosis the endpoint, related cases could differ somewhat and
the additive constant would be increased. Finally, related cases
of leukemia could differ considerably in their times of death and
here the additive constant could be rather large. Power for de
tecting clustering using death as an endpoint could be rather low
if related cases could succumb at widely disparate times. (Another
weakness in using time of death as an endpoint arises when it is
an uncommon result of a disease. Thus in poliomyelitis, although
death is an acute response occurring within a limited time range
after infection, it occurs so infrequently as to make it an unlikely
outcome for both members of a pair of related cases of the dis
ease.)
The suggested use here of the reciprocal transform is defended
on intuitive grounds, although theoretical situations could no
FEBRUARY 1967

doubt be constructed for which such a transform would be opti
mal. In any case, it would likely be worthwhile for an investigator
to use some transform of his choice which qualitatively narrows
the spread for large distances while widening it for short dis
tances. As we have already seen, the Knox procedure gained in
power just because it had this qualitative effect. Some further
gain in power over the Knox procedure should be Â¡xxssible
through
the use of an appropriate continuous transform which distin
guishes between degrees of closeness or distance.
4. A Permutational
Approach to the Evaluation of Proba
bilities under the Null Hypothesis of no Clustering

For whatever closeness or distance scales we may employ, let
Xij be the spatial measure between points i and j, and YÂ¡,the temporal measure. Our test statistic is then

Z Z-v,,râ€ž

Â«X;

which can be compared with its null expectation. The Knox
statistic, the number of close pairs, can be seen to be such a
statistic with Xa and Y,j having closeness measures of 1 if
Cases i and j are within the appropriate critical distances of each
other, 0 otherwise. Since Xij Ã•',-/equals unity only if both factors
are unity, J2Ã-</ÃŒL^ijYij's a count of the number of close pairs.
By appropriate definitions of A',-,and F,/, the ridit procedure of
Pinkel et al. (11) can also be related to such a sum of products.
We may at this point anticipate a modification of our statistic
which will simplify the statistical procedures to be developed
below. The modification is to remove the restriction i < j, and
to replace it only by the restriction i Â¿Â¿
j. Where Xa = X,-Â¡and
Yij = Yji, the effect of the modification is simply to double
exactly the value of the summation. However, the procedures
then developed are appropriate even when the distance relation
ships are not symmetric, that is, when it is possible that Xij 7*
Xji and that Y a ^ Y a ; a particular case then covered is where
Xij = â€”Xji, Y a = â€”
Ya . Further, the i -^ j restriction on the
summation can be removed by specifying that A',-,-and Y,-,-are
arbitrary constants, with zero the most convenient specified
values for these constants. Our test statistic is then Z =
5D ^.XijYij or, alternatively, SZ^A'^To- minus its null ex
pectation.
The null distribution of Z can be obtained by a finite popula
tion approach. We have n locations of cases in space and n loca
tions in time. The hypothesis of no clustering is equivalent to one
that the locations in space are matched at random with the loca
tions in time, there being a total of n\ equiprobable sets of matchings. In principle we can list the n\ possible permutations of our
data, compute Z for each permutation, and obtain the null dis
tribution of Z against which the observed value of Z can be
judged.
Where n is too large for the full permutational approach to be
practicable, a Monte Carlo approach may be more feasible. In
this approach one simulates the randomization scheme enough
times to get an empiric distribution of Z adequate for significance
testing purposes. Pike's [see Barton and David (2, 3)] handling
of Knox's material, referred to above, is an example of the Monte
Carlo approach. The use of 2000 randomizations was probably
much more than adequate for significance testing purjioses, but
it served the additional purpose of verifying Knox's concept of a
Poisson distribution for the number of close pairs. For large n an
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approach can be taken which is predicated on the assumption
that Z is approximately normally distributed, so that its devia
tion from its null expectation can be tested relative to its null
standard deviation. In Appendix 1, below, we develop (compara
tively simple) formulas for the expectation of Z and its permutational variance while in Appendix 2 we present a computational
format for the routine evaluation of the departure of Z from
its null expectation.
As already noted, the procedure is developed for the general
case of arbitrary A',y's and }",-/s (but with A',-,-and YÂ¡Â¡
= 0).
In addition to the general computational procedure, we also show
the simplified routines which would obtain in the symmetric case,
Xij = Xa, YH = Ya , and in the skew symmetric case, A',-y =
â€”Xji, YÃ•J = â€”
Yji. The simplification occurring when the
A"'s and Y's are symmetric 0, 1 variables, as in Knox's close pair
approach, is also shown. The general case formulas will be ap
propriate also for cases where the A",-/s and F,-y's do not follow
the arithmetic and geometric regularities imposed in the cluster
ing problem, e.g., A~,t < A*,-y+ Xjk â€¢
It is the applicability of the
general procedure to arbitrary A',/s and Fu's which underlies its
extension to a wider variety of problems, as will be discussed in
the next section.
It should be made clear here that the suggestion for using the
permutational variance of Z is quite apart from the recommenda
tion made above for employing a reciprocal transform. The per
mutational variance would still be appropriate for investigators
who wished to work with the original values or with some other
transform of their own choosing.
5. Extensions

of the

Procedure

and

other

Considerations

The computational procedure presented here can have a wide
variety of applications. We can, e.g., consider epidemiologie in
vestigations in which other than time-space interactions are be
ing considered. If disease cases over a limited time period are
studied, we may, for instance consider whether paired cases at
tended the same school and whether they had the same religious,
social, or other background. A variety of other epidemiologie
studies could be cast into such a framework, for which the method
presented would be appropriate.
Consider the study of interpersonal relationships. We have n
individuals and 2 different measures, symmetric or asymmetric,
relating each individual to the remaining n â€”1. The methodology
given permits assessing the association of the 2 measures over the
n(n â€”1) pairs, taking into account that there are only n in
dividuals. In fact, Katz, with others (e.g., Katz and Powell (6) ;
Katz and Proctor (7)), has studied matrices of the kind consid
ered here, but arising in sociometric and interpersonal relation
ship investigations. This work has been generally with single
matrices and with temporal changes in such matrices.
There are a variety of ways in which the methodology presented
can be extended in form. One possibility could be that of non
linear regression of F,y on AT,y. Further, if there are K + 1
measures relating each pair, it may be desired to fit a multiple
regression of one of them, F,y on the K dimensional vector Xij.
Alternatively, it may be of interest to study the permutational
distribution of the canonic correlation or other multivariate
function of the K + 1 measures. A simple extension of the pro
cedure shown occurs when the A'.y's and F,-y's are replaced by
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their ranks. (Such a change, however, would not be helpful in the
study of temporal-spatial clustering of disease.)
Xo mention has been made up to this point about the asymp
totic normality of the distribution of Z, for the reason that no
general statement can be made. Instead, the individual charac
teristics of the Xa and F,y matrices in each instance must be
considered. In most practical instances, for example, like that of
Knox's, if the 1's and O's are sprinkled about in the matrices, it
is most likely that asymptotic normality does obtain. But excep
tional circumstances can interfere with such normality. If a case
for asymptotic normality for Z is to be made, it could perhaps be
on the basis that Z has the classic appearance of a U-statistic
[Hoeffding (5)].
Consider a situation in which one individual is close to a num
ber of others, but these others are all far apart from each other.
This could be true if that individual were at the hub of a trans
portation system, the others out on different spokes, and dis
tance were measured in travel time (with travel time the measure
of distance, schedules could be such that the distance from i to j
does not equal the distance from j to Â¿).(A geometric example
of a point close to others which are all distant is provided by the
center and vertices of a regular pentagon. The center is close,
within 1 radius, to the remaining 5 points but these are all more
than 1 radius apart.) Suppose that by virtue of something like
this, all the 1's in 1 matrix were associated with a single individual,
with a similar thing occurring in the 2nd matrix. The Z statistic
can now take on only 2 possible values, 2 or 2(n. â€”1), a far from
normal situation. With increasing sample size, however, there
will be increasing numbers of individuals in focal ix>sitions so that
eventually some asymptotic normality may occur, albeit slowly.
Where there are serious doubts about the use of the normal as
sumption, it may be advisable to get a Monte Carlo null distribu
tion of Z for gauging significance.
A point that comes up in connection with the example just pro
vided is the question of the appropriateness of the Knox test,
assuming the Poisson distribution (but for the full matrix, Z
becomes twice a Poisson distributed variable) when we are deal
ing with symmetric matrices composed only of 1's and O's. It
may be recognized now that for unusual matrices, as where there
are focal cases with which the 1's are primarily associated, the
Poisson assumption may be invalid. The procedure provided
herein does give the proper variance of Z in any instance, per
mitting valid significance testing in the asymptotic situation.
The methodology given above has been applied in one instance
by Max H. Myers (personal communication) to data available to
him on 70 cases of childhood leukemia. Initially, Myers calcu
lated Z based on the arithmetic space and time distances (abso
lute) and got a nonsignificant t value of â€”0.98.When Z was
recalculated using reciprocal transforms (following addition of
appropriate constants), the results remained nonsignificant with
i equal to +0.41. While this seemed to belie the usefulness of
the reciprocal transform, the true explanation was that the
data showed absolutely no evidence of clustering. A more power
ful method of detecting clustering cannot find it where it is
not present.
To bring out the efficacy of the reciprocal transform, Myers
recomputed both Z's for the data following augmentation. The
number of cases was augmented from 70 to 140 by adding an
additional identical case for each of the original 70. Despite the
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strong clustering no\v present in the data, the arithmetic analysis
yielded a t value of only â€”0.36.The reciprocal analysis, however,
yielded a t value of 44.33. Without doubt, the Knox procedure
and perhaps some of the other procedures discussed would have
yielded significant results if applied to the augmented sample
data. Thus this result should not be interpreted so much as
evidence of the power of the reciprocal transform procedure
alone, but rather as evidence for lack of power when a poor
transform is used, in this case the original distances themselves,
even in the clear presence of clustering.
In discussions with Fred Ederer and Max H. Myers on the
application of the methodology for detecting disease clustering,
a caution in its use became apparent. Supiwse that in some re
gion there is an inordinate number of cases of disease, unques
tionably a cluster. We now take several years' data for the re
gion and apply the method. It is not unlikely that no significant
clustering will be found. The explanation is that we knew we
were dealing with a time-space cluster because the same kind
of thing was not happening elsewhere, but we had not fed this
information into our analysis. To do so would have required
obtaining data not for the region in question only, but rather
for a larger area of which the region is only a part. Without the
additional information, the data could have been consistent with
simple temporal clustering.
Appendix

1

Derivation of the Permulalional

Variance of Z = y^y^.A'.-.F.-,-

Consider 2 n X n matrices, one of XÂ¡Â¡'s,
the other of F,,'s, and
both with zero diagonals. The quantities A',, and Ya are 2 different
measures relating the ith element of a sample to the jth element.
For purposes of obtaining the permutational distribution of
Z = ZZA'jF.j
, we may arbitrarily keep the X matrix fixed
while permuting only the rows and columns of the Y matrix.
But any permutation must follow the requirement that if any 2
rows are permuted, the corresponding 2 columns are also per
muted so that, for each i, the ith row and it h column will cor
respond to the same case. Under such permutations diagonal ele
ments will remain diagonal elements, but nondiagonal elements
will appear with equal probability in each of the n(n â€”1) nondiagonal positions. Regarding the A"matrix as fixed so that only
the F,-/'s change from permutation to permutation, we can write
Exp Z = Exp
= Z ZA',,

Exp Fu

[Ij

= Z Z A,,Z Z *',//Â»(Â«
- D
(Had the diagonal elements been constants other than zero, both
Z and E(Z) would have increased by identical amounts, leaving
the deviation of Z from its null expectation unchanged.)
We can write for the variance of /, the shorthand
Var 7 = ZZ-Y./A'*, Cov (Ya , Ytl)
[II]
where summation is over-all permutations of the subscripts,
although the cases i = j or k = t can be ignored.
We can write that, in general,
- Exp F,,- Exp Ytl
[III]
Cov (Ya , Ytl) = Exp
where
Exp Yi, = Exp Ft, =
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[IV]

Using Equations [III] and [IV] we can rewrite Equation [II] as
Var Z = ZZAVYu

Cov (Y^.Yu)
Exp FO-FW-

n'(n - D2

[V]

.AÂ«Exp
Y Fvn FÂ«IM
Y Y leaving yet to be resolved the value of
Exp F.-fFt,
Table 1 shows systematically the development of such expecta
tions for the 7 cases which can arise. We can follow a few of these
through here.
Suppose t = k, j = t so that FÂ¡,-FtÂ¡
= F2,-,-. Since, on permuta
tion, any of the n(n â€”1) (see Column 1 of Table 1) nondiagonal
elements can appear with equal probability in a nondiagonal
position, the average value of Y\Â¡equals the total, ZZ^o'
(See Column 2 of Table 1) divided by n(n â€”1). The contribution
of this case to the first term of Var Z as shown by Equation [V]
is then ZZA2; (see Column 3 of Table 1) times ZZ^l
(Col
umn 2) divided by re(reâ€”1) (Column 1).
The 3rd case covered in Table 1 is where i = k, j ^ t. For any
of the n(n â€”1) nondiagonal F,/ values, there are (n â€”2) nondiagonal, FÃœ, elements in the same row, for a total of n(n â€”1)
(re â€”2) (see Column 1) possible products of the form FÂ¡/FÂ¡j
.
The total of the products for a given F,, is given by multiplying
YH by its own row total, the ith, and subtracting FÂ¡;. Overall
i and j this sums to the total of the squares of the row sums less
the sum of the squares of the individual F,,'s, that is,
ZcZi^o)2
- ZZ^2Â¿) (Column 2). The corresponding A' total
is shown in Column 3 and again the contribution to Equation
[V] is Column 2 X Column 3/Column 1.
Similarly for each of the other cases (Case 2, t = I, j = k;
Case 4, i ^ k, j = ( ; Case 5, i = ( , j * k; Case C, i * t,j = k;
Case 7, F,, and Yti have no subscripts in common), Table 1 shows
the possible number of product pairs (Column 1), the sum of all
possible product pairs (Column 2 for F, Column 3 for X), these
permitting determining the contribution of each case to the final
variance.
In the bottom section of Table 1 the variance of Z is sketched
out mathematically and in terms of the totals necessary to be
determined for each of the 7 cases. By footnote, Table 1 also
defines symbolically by letter various totals needed in the variance
calculation. For a single matrix, most of these are the same as
would be necessary for the analysis of variance of a 2-way classifi
cation of data. Thus, A is the grand total of the matrix elements;
B is the total of the squares of the elements; D is the total of the
squares of the row sums; E is the total of the squares of the col
umn sums; and G is the square of the grand total. Only 2 new totals
are required in excess of those ordinarily arising in the analysis
of variance. These are: C, the sum of the products of each element,
Y n , with its transpose element Y a ; F , the sum of the products
of each row total with its transpose column total. These quanti
ties, A-G, must be obtained separately for the X and F matrices
and from them, in turn, 4 additional quantities, H-K, are simply
calculated as shown in the symbols column of Table 1.
Table 1 also shows the simplifications which occur for specific
kinds of matrices. For the symmetric matrix, F,,- = F,v , it is true
that B = C, and that D = E = F. For the 7 cases shown in Table
1, it is then true that 1 and 2 show identical totals (B = C), and
that Cases 3-6 show identical totals (H = I = J). For the skew
symmetric matrix, F;,- = â€”F,-,-, we have that A = G = 0,B = â€”
C,
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TABLE
SYMBOLIC
DEVELOPMENT
OF THE VARIANCEOP THE SUM
INSTANCESOF
YijYki
INDICATEDSUBSCRIPTS
. ALL
CASE1234567TotalsPARTICULAR
DIFFERENTy..y..

yÂ».-*Â»,-*Â»;
Â»iFij'FjiV
â€” J

REPRESENTATION
OF TOTAL
FOR
INSTANCES"BCff
SUCH

OF SUCH INSTANCES
(1)n(n

INSTANCESE.OF r,,Fu

YÃŒÃŒE
E

1)n(n1)n(n

â€¢Yt,YHyvr
â€¢
V

Â¡liWH(Results
Ã•
y!

-

YtiYfiY^E

2)n(ra
- l)(n -

-fi7- D

2)n(n-!)(Â«-

BJ = Â£-

2)n(n- IXÂ»-

CJ = F -

-2)n(n
- l)(n

FORSUCH

CK

= F -

- E E
(E,E. YÃ¬:YiV
- E E
(EiE. YÃ¬,F.-iXEi
l'uKi*y*i)(Zi
YÂ¡o
- E E
(ZiEÂ¡
YÂ¡o- E E
(Zi(E r4Ã-yÃ-4r,,-)2

asfor same
Case
5)YiiYuNo.
=
C-D-E-2F=
G+ B +

-2)â€¢
- l)(n

G - B -C
-2JG- H - I

(n3)nÂ»(n
-

+E
E+ ZU/E
r*)1(Ei
iv/i - D (E,E-E.-2EE
F,,)2.-

(Ei^i)(Ei^ii)(T
- I)2SYMBOLIC

Y--)'\Â¿~i
Y

= A*TOTAL

Â¿-t

l

Â»Ã-/

" Definitions of symbols (shown for F's only; apply correspondingly for X'e).
A, = E E YH = Grand total of the Ki/'s.
Bn = E E Y*i = Sum of squares of the Fi,-'s.
C1Â«
= E E YijYji = Sum of products of each FÂ¡,with its transpose element.
Da = E> (Ei yÂ«/)1= Sum of squares of the row totals.
E* = EÂ¡ (Ei Y a)1 = Sum of squares of the column totals.
Fa = E> (E; }'>'i)(Ei yÂ¿Â«)
= Sum of products of each row total with its transpose column total.
<?â€ž
= A,' = (E

E >'<Â»)'
= Square of the grand total.

Exp E E Xi,Yii = E E * o E E lVn(n - 1) = AxAu/n(n - 1).
Var Z E A'.-iF.v = E E E E A'.-,-*Â«
Cov (Fi,- , KÂ«)
D = E = â€”F.For this situation, in Table 1, Cases 1 and 2 are
inverse to each other (ÃŸ= â€”C),Cases 3 and 4 show identical
totals but are inverse to Cases 5 and 6 (H = I = â€”
J), and
Case 7 disappears (K = 0). The Knox case discussed above is a
special instance of a symmetric matrix composed only of l'a
and O's. The simplifications obtaining in this instance are shown
in the final column of Table 1.

For simplicity we restrict ourselves to the Case n = 7. Instead
of showing the X and F matrices separately, we show them si
multaneously. Also, since products like XÂ¡Â¡XjÂ¡
and F,,-F,,- are
necessary, we also show simultaneously the transposes of these
matrices. Thus, in the left portion of Table 2, corresponding to
Row i, Column j, there is shown the set
Xi, F.A

A',,Yif)

Appentlix

2

of

Columns 1-9 show the computations that are now necessary
on the rows of the 4-fold matrix. Columns 1 and 5 show the matrix
row totals for A"and F respectively, while Columns 3 and 7 show

Tables 2 and 3 illustrate with hypothetical data the routine
computations whereby the variance of Z can be calculated and Z
tested for statistical significance. The data shown were written
down at haphazard and are intended to illustrate only the com
putation routine, rather than the efficacy of the method for de
tecting clustering.

the matrix column totals. Columns 2 and 6 show the respective
sums of squares of the elements in a row for X and F, while Col
umns 4 and 8 show the corresponding sums of products of each
element by the corresponding element in the transpose matrix,
this computation being facilitated by the 4-fold character of the
simultaneous matrix shown. Finally, Column 9 shows for each i
the total of A'./F,/ , the Â¿throw's contribution to Z.

Routinized
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Variance
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OF CROSS PRODUCTSBASED ON ALL POSSIBLE PAIRS
SPECIALCASESOF SUCHTOTALS(SHOWNFOR V VARIABLEONLY)
CORRESPONDING
TOTALOF
(3)

Z Z Al,-

= Z

Z 2-, XijXji

â€”By(negative of Case 1)
>V (unchanged)

Z r(Â«- r

Hâ€ž(same as Case 3)

Hy (same as Case 3)

Z nÂ»- r

Hy (same as Case 3)

â€”H, (negative

of Case 3)

Z rf - r

Hy (same as Case 3)

â€”Hy(negative

of Case 3)

H, = Dy-By=

Zi (Zi A';,)(Zi A",-,-)
- Z Z XtiXft
Z.' (Zi A-i,-)(Zi A",,-)- Z Z XtiXâ€ž

Z *,-,)> + Z Z Al,

Zi

(Zi

y.';')2 -Z

Z

Gu + 2Bt - 4A,

+ Z EXiiXa- Z.- Zi(Z, A-,,)2

Symmetric, 1's and O'sonly
rÂ¡- SjYij ; r = 2r,

Z ili (unchanged)

By (same as Case 1)

Z. (Z,-AU)'- Z Z Al,Z- (Zi A',,)'- Z Z Al,-

(Z

Skew symmetric case F,, = â€”K,-,-

Symmetric case YÃŒJ
= YjÂ¡

(Z

(Z Z A-,,)2

Ky

Z >'ii)2 + 2 Z

= (Z

=

r2 + 2r - 4Z

0

Z

Z r.-i)

Gu

<?â€ž

Cov(y,-,, y*,)= Expy,,yt, - Exprâ€ž
EXPytl
For all cases Exp y,-,-Exp l'H = (Z

Z YiÂ¡/n(n - l))2 = Gâ€ž/n2(n- l)2 = Z Column 2/Z

Column l

For specified cases
Exp YijYici = Total of such cases, Column 2/No. of such cases, Column 1
Cov (y,-,- , yÂ«) = Column 2/Column

1 -

Z Column 2/Z

Z XiiXki Cov (Ya , Yn) = Column 3 [Column 2/Column

Column l
1 -

Z Column 2/Z

Column 1]

Totaling over all cases
Z XiiYa = Z Z Z Z A',-,, Cov (Fâ€ž, ytl)
Var Z
= Z Column 2 Column 3/Column 1 â€”Z Column 2 Z Column 3/Z
i*Bâ€ž+ CZC, +

+

IJy

(n -2)

From the totals of Columns 1-9 we obtain the A's, B's, C's,
and Z. The necessary computations to obtain the D's through
G's, and in turn the H's through K's, from the individual items in
Columns 1, 3, 5, and 7 are illustrated in the bottom section of
Table 2. These derived figures now form the basis for the subse
quent calculations necessary for the determination
of the vari
ance of Z, which are illustrated in Table 3.
On the left side of Table 3 basic totals from Table 2 for X and Y
are shown, these being A through C, and G through K, as well as
Z itself and some simple functions of n, the sample size. The right
hand side of Table 3 shows the simple computations necessary for
obtaining the variance and expectation of Z, and the standardized
deviation of Z from its null expectation, that is t = (Z â€”Exp Z)/
S.E. Z. It will be noted that the computational steps shown, L
through S, correspond to the formula for the Var ZZA^y.-,'
shown at the bottom of Table 1.
Some additional computations
are shown at the bottom of
Table 3 which permit getting a measure of the strength of the
Xfj , Y a association as well as its statistical significance. Just as in
ordinary regression we can calculate
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+

Column l

(n - KlKy2)(n - 3) ^~ n(nGj,Gy- 1)J j

bv-x =
here we may, alternatively,

- (ZA-)Vn
calculate

WÂ«- - ZZ*.-fZZ*VÂ»(Â»D
(ZZ^,-)Vn(n
- 1)

"ZZA,-,-

[VI]

[VII]

The corresponding regression of X,-,- on YÂ¡Â¡
is also shown, the
standard errors of the regression coefficients being given in both
instances.
In Table 4 are shown the simpler computations that would
obtain if the X,-,-and YH matrices were both symmetric or both
skew symmetric. The demonstration presupposes that the 2-fold
(rather than the 4-fold) joint matrix of Xif and y,,- has been set
up and the necessary row sums obtained. The subsequent calcu
lations, corresponding to those of Tables 2 and 3, are shown for
each kind of symmetry. Where only X,,- or only YÂ¡Â¡
shows symme
try, the general procedure may be desirable. The case where one
matrix is symmetric, the other skew symmetric, need not be con217
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TABLE 2
HYPOTHETICALDATA AND DERIVED STATISTICSFOR THE ARBITRARYMATRIX CASE
aRow

ONX

FÂ¡/Row

ON

totals*$Â«31232631292738205IIAx^2131151582151831352861305IIBxColumn
totals*Â®37292738253036222IIAyW26917518926214319023414621
X col.
X col
ON*fv-Â¡(9)1831171
totals(3)3129352822273320511AxRow
totals(4)194110169172981382211102IICxTOTALS
totalsm2645322335382322211A*Row
umntotals(8)15922815112713616712
^-0

matrix

00
72
22
68
1234567i12345Simultaneous
02

30

17

64

105
26

89
63

33
72

00
08

88
90

22
56

54
97

32
81

15
28

97
82

00
07

37
70

97
41

16
89

69
65

54
210

76
33

00
03

10300427610044521
42
64
82
36

84
45

71
84

32
47

14
102

44
40

27
55

21
109

96
52

47
96

81
44

00
010

310
60

83
81
39
65
69
0TotalsTOTALS
35
19
6451102367rf4887434
39
83

00

6141=
E Column (I)2 = 312 + 232 + â€¢
â€¢
â€¢
+ 38" =
D,E,FIG,D,E",FyGyHxhJ*K,HvIyJyK,=

6113=
E Column (3)2 = 312 + 292 + â€¢
â€¢
â€¢
+ 332 =
â€¢=
E Column (1) Column (3) = 31 X 31 + 23 X 29 + â€¢
â€¢6027+
X 33 =
42,025=
(E Column (I))2 = (E Column (3))2 = 205s =
7204=
E Column
7452=
E Column
â€¢=
E Column
49,284=
(E Column
4836=
Dx 4808=
Ez 4925=
Ft 20,124=
G, +

(5)2 = 372 + 292 + â€¢
â€¢
â€¢
+ 362 =
(7)2 = 262 + 452 + â€¢
â€¢
â€¢
+ 232 =
(5) Column (7) = 37 X 26 + 29 X 45 + â€¢
â€¢
(5))2 = (E Column (7))2 = 2222 =

36 X 23 = 6848

BX =
Bx =
Cz =
Bx + C, - D* â€”E* - 2FX =

5742=
Dâ€ž- K, =
5990=
E, - Bu =
5754= Fy

â€”

Cy

=

G, + By + C, - Da - Ey - 2Fâ€ž= 23,48838

sidered since then Z is identically zero. Such cases may not be
too obvious where skew symmetry is concealed by an additive
constant.
Actually, ordinary regression can be fitted into the present
framework. Suppose we have n pairs of A', Y values. Define XÂ¡Â¡
as
Xi â€”Xj and YH as YÂ¡â€”YÂ¡, this giving rise to 2 skew symmetric
n X n matrices. Use of the above procedures yields the following
results :
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z - Expz =

,/ - Exp

Var Z =

,/ [vin,
; [IX]
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:
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TABLE 3
STANDARDERROR CALCULATIONSFOR THE ARBITRARYMATRIX CASE
Designationnn(n
ClCyHiHa

+

1)n-1(n Illy2J,Jâ€ž(M

+

- 2)(n
-3)ABCGHIJKZXaYH742520Entries
2)KxKu/(n
+ X)/(n -3)GxGJnfr- 2) (n
22051,3051,10242,0254,8364,8084,92520,1242221,4621,15749,2845,7425,9905,75423,4881,157ComputationBxBy
from Table
1)L
QR/n(n
+ 0 + P 1)VsAxAa/n(n
-

ZT = Var

ZU =
1)Z â€”
ZV =
UV/TDesignationLMN0PQRS
ZW =
=

S.E.
Exp
Z - Exp
tResult3,182,92456,508,23256,076,90022,049,026.423,033,625.64

Regression coefficients
bu' x =

68.55 Â±60.21
= 0.225 Â±0.198
1305 - 1000.60 = 304.40

V Â±T
n (n - 1)
V Â± T
(Â¡â€ž
Bâ€žn(n - 1)

on YÃ•

Var
[XI]
n - l
We see here that use of the A',-,-, YÂ¡Â¡
approach yields the same
regression coefficient as would use of the original observations.
Also, the deviation of Z from its null expectation shows simple
proportionality
to the corresponding deviation for JZ-^^- It is
in fact true that the computed variance forbyij-xij is simply the
finite population variance for br-xÂ¡ tne variance in 6 which
would result from the permutational pairing of the -V's and Y's.
In practice, however, regression coefficients are not tested
relative to their finite population variances but, through the use
of a /-statistic, relative to the deviations from fit. The relationship
between the 2 procedures is implicitly given and discussed by
Mantel (10) who shows that if a finite population (size T) gives
rise to a particular x2, the corresponding F with 1 and T â€”2 d.f.
is given by
F = x2 (T - 2)/(T

- 1

[XII]

This formulation, however, does not carry over simply to the
present problem and the F corresponding to our t (which is ac
tually a x value) is not readily determined. What is, for the while,
obscure is the value, in each instance, to assign to T, which should
lie somewhere between n, the number of cases, and n(n â€”1), the
number of pairs. In the simple regression problem just presented,
the value for T should clearly be n.
An additional point which may be made here is to suggest
that where the nature of the matrices involved makes it clear, it
may be desirable to use a continuity correction. For the Knox
FEBRUARY
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68.55 Â±60.21
= 0.238 Â±0.209
1462 - 1173.43 = 288.57

approach of counting the number of pairs close both in time and
space, a 0.5 continuity correction would probably be reasonable.
However, by the calculating procedure shown here, Z would
equal twice the number of close pairs and the continuity correction
would instead be unity.
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TABLE 4
CALCULATING
PROCEDURES
FORTHE SYMMETRIC
ANDSKEWSYMMETRIC
CASES
For both the symmetric and the skew symmetric case, set up the joint matrix XiÂ¡/YiÂ¡
.
Obtain the following 5 columns
1. Row sum of Xij
2. Row sum of X*i

3. Row sum of Ya
4. Row sum of YÃ•Â¡
5. Row sum of XiÂ¡YiÂ¡
OBTAINTHE FOLLOWINGDEIIVED STATISTICS
Symmetric case

A, = 23 Column (1),

A, = 23 Column (3)

B, = 23 Column (2),

B, = 23 Column (4)

Z

Skew symmetric case

Bx = Z Column (2),

= 23 Column (5)

ÃŸâ€ž
= Z Column (4)

Z = 23 Column (5)

Dt = 23 Column (I)2,

Da = 23 Column (3)*

Gz = (23 Column (I))2 = Ar!,

Gy = (23 Column (3))2 = A,'

Df = 2 Column (l)2,

Du = 23 Column (3)!

H, = D, - B: ,
K, = Gt -

4ff, ,

= Z>â€ž
-

Ka = Gy -

L = 2BtBs

L = 1B,Ba

O = WxHJ(n

- 2)

0_= lH,HJ(n - 2)

P = K,Ka/(n - 2) (n - 3)
Q = G,GJn(n - 1)
R=L+0+P-Q

ÃŸ= Â£+ 0

S = R/n(n - 1) = VarZ

S = R/n(n - 1) = VarZ

r = Vs = S.E.z

T = VS

U = AtA,/n(n

= S.E. Z

- 1) = Exp
V = Z = Z - Exp Z

= v/T

W = V/T = l
V Â±T

V Â±T
'"â€¢'=
-JT

n(n - 1)
V Â±T

V Â±T

&Z-1I

~ n(n - 1)
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